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The confidence intervals on the multiple correlation coefficient were computed by using directly Fisher's formula (1928) for several sets of variables including both cases of even and odd numbers for each of the values ,N (sample size) =15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 75, 100 and 200 . These figures can be used not only to estimate the 90 percent confidence interval but to test hypothesis H0:p=po, where no is nu necessarily zero. Fisher (1928) 
where p is the corresponding population multiple correlation coefficient (Anderson. 1958 ). The density is also expressed in other forms (Nabeya, 1948) .
Any of them requires much computational work and attempt to get confidence intervals for estimation of population multiple correlation coefficient has been almost impossible until the advent of the high-speed computer. Charts prepared by Ezekiel and Fox (1963) , and tables prepared by Kramer (1963) were available for finding the confidence intervals. However, the use of these charts and tables was limited for the cases when p-1 is even.
Directly from the formula (1) All results were obtained on the HITAC 8800, 8700 at the University of Tokyo Computer Centro.
Our program contains function subprogram of logarithmic gamma function In r(x) which is appeared in " Statistical tables and formulas with computer applications'' (Yamauchi, 1972) . Flo. 8. Curves of left and right 5% tail points of distribution of sample multiple correlation coefficient for the different sample sizes with 10 independent variables.(* Curves for the lower tails)
